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utomated kiosk where in 

customer can print passbook on 
their own

o need to visit branch in 

working hours to print a 
passbook

imple and convenient 24 x 7 

passbook print facility

he kiosk automatically reads 

the account details from the 
magnetic strip of the Passbook, 
and fetches the account 
transaction to print on the 
passbook

utomatic page turning in 

forward and reverse direction

utomatic page and line 

number detection

assbook retraction facility

Self Service Automatic Passbook Printer
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Passbook Printing

Magnetic stripe passbook printing:

A unique solution which can automatically flip the passbook pages and prints on the exact page and line number 
on the passbook. This requires Magnetic stripe passbook which stores details like Account number or serial 
number, page/line number of passbook, in  the secure magnetic stripe. When customer inserts passbook into the 
machine, the machine reads the magnetic stripe, validates customer and prints transactions fetched from the 
CBS. Customer just needs to insert passbook into the machine. Machine automatically turns the correct page so 
there is no chance of printing on wrong page or wrong line number.

Some of the salient features of this product are:

Self Service Passbook Printer is a fully automated machine having the ability to auto flip, auto 
align and update the customer passbook without any intervention of branch staff or the 
customer.

It is a specialized machine, where customer has to simply insert passbook with only cover page 
opened and thus it is very convenient for all strata of customers.

Machine will automatically detect and flip the pages in forward or reverse direction and print on 
appropriate page/locations.

Passbook used in kiosk is magnetic stripe based. It has a pre-printed number which is already 
stored in the magnetic stripe of the passbook and mapped with the customer’s account.

Simple and customer convenient process.

No manual intervention or help of branch official required.

Services available 24X7 (in e-lobbies and ATM cabins).

Further, value additions like self mapping of passbook (by customers) at the kiosk without 
approaching the branch for issuance of subsequent passbook etc. are enabled to enhance 
customer experience.
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Self Service Kiosk

CABINET Front service modular lobby model. MS Enclosure 18 Gauge.

PC Dual Core 3.0GHz, 2GB RAM, 500GB HDD.

MONITOR 15" Touch screen ( SAW).

PASSBOOK PRINTER Fully Automatic Magnetic Stripe Based 24 PIN DOT Matrix Printer, Auto 
Page Flipping in forward and reverse direction, Automatic Page and Line 
number detection.

Technical Specification
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